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"We just concluded all ceremonies to install the European Branch of Chung Pyung in our European and 

Middle East Region. 

 

Thank you so much that you give the opportunity to all of us to liberate and bless our ancestors and also 

purify and heal ourselves in our region. Rev. In Pyo Moon provides such a joyful and young spirit. We 

could not have a better European Branch Director! Thank you for sending him to Europe and the Middle 

East. 

 

We felt Heavenly Parents guidance to find the Rhein-Main Theatre close to Camberg which is connected 

to a fine Hotel. It provided the ideal environment for our start of the Heavenly Europe Branch Training 

Center. The whole event was totally supported by our second generation. Especially Kasuha Wakayama, 

our Hyojeong Art Department leader, took an enormous responsibility. We had great young sisters as 

MC, a powerful second generation music band, beautiful classic music, Stage technicians, photographers, 

receptionists and a professional Changyang Team: all done by our young brothers and sisters! 

 

I heard only positive and grateful comments about our first Heavenly Europe Branch Workshop. Brothers 

and sisters had tears in their eyes sharing what deep spiritual experience they had! They were 

overwhelmed and really received new spiritual life. Most of us participated the first time in the Hyojeong 

Offering Ceremony. We could feel the depth of the love of Heavenly Parent behind this ceremony. We 

want to thank you that you sent Heavenly Korea President. Lee and Mrs. Lee. Both of them won the heart 

of brothers and sisters so quickly. President Lee gave us deep inside in the providence. Mrs. Lee brought 

us so much joy and happiness through singing to us three songs. In the end we all felt like a big united 

family. For me it was like a miracle to experience the same spiritual atmosphere like in Chung Pyung. 

With the power of the spirit world and the help of our Heavenly Parent we will build a Heavenly Europe!"  


